Solatube® Daylight Dimmer™ Integration Guide

Overview
The Solatube Daylight Dimmer Integration Guide contains solutions developed by lighting control manufacturers to control the Solatube Daylight Dimmer. The Solatube Daylight Dimmer is an open platform which allows complete integration with lighting control systems for Open/Close operation, allowing scene and time clock based control of daylight delivery.

All solutions provided in this guide have been developed by the lighting control manufacturer with supporting diagrams and approved for use with the Solatube Daylight Dimmer. This guide only supports the specific lighting control models named in this document, any revisions or changes will require further evaluation by Solatube International prior to authorization of any new components.

Warranty information and technical support of all non-Solatube components will be provided by the lighting control manufacturer. Any questions regarding non-Solatube components should be directed to the controls manufacturer.

For more information, please contact your Solatube account representative.